An extensive survey of Cambridge Structural Database is carried out to study the directionality and stereochemistry of hydrogen bonds with an oxygen acceptor including carbonyl, alcohols, phenols, ethers and esters groups. The results obtained through this survey are correlated with the charge density of these different chemical groups. The electron density of these different oxygen atoms types show striking dissimilarities in the electron lone pairs configuration. Esters and ethers with the C-O-C oxygen atom located in an aromatic cycle display merged lone pairs lobes which is not the case when one of the bonded carbon atom has sp 3 hybridization. The positions of the lone pairs in the deformation electron density maps derived from theoretical calculation and from experimental charge density generally agree with the notable exception of phenols and C(sp 3 ) esters. The experimental studies show generally lone pairs lobes which are closer to each other.
Introduction
Hydrogen bonds are ubiquitous in biological and organic molecules and are vital to the structure and functioning of a large majority of biological and chemical systems. A thorough understanding of the stereochemistry and relative strength of hydrogen bonds is essential in designing novel drug molecules, supramolecular materials and engineering of specific crystal structures 1,2 . In drug design, the coordinates of the hydrogen bond acceptor and donor atoms in protein-ligand binding sites indicate the positions at which it would be advantageous to place the complementary atoms of the novel drug molecules. The knowledge of hydrogen bonds stereo-chemical rules is also required as constraints for molecular graphics algorithms used for docking studies 3 and for prediction of hydrogen-bonding propensity in organic crystals 4 .
Nitrogen and oxygen are the most common and strongest hydrogen bond acceptors. Their prevalence in biological molecules and other chemical groups requires that their propensity as hydrogen bond acceptor be investigated. To this end, it is needed that the stereochemistry of the hydrogen bonds is studied and that general trends are evaluated. This study focuses on the directionality of hydrogen bonds when oxygen is involved as acceptor.
The directionality of the hydrogen bonds to date is still a matter of debate. An initial study of the O-H…O hydrogen bonds was made by Kroon et al. (l975) 5 and was followed by Ceccarelli et al (1981) 6 , but they could not find a significant correlation between the geometries of the hydrogen bonds and the direction of oxygen sp 3 
lone pairs (LPs).
The very first study of the electron density of oxygen atoms involved in different types of H bonds was made by Olovsson (1982) 7 which stated that the experimental deformation density (no multipolar refinement) in water molecules and hydroxyl groups is usually found as one broad peak extending over a large part of the lone pairs region. In contrast, the lone pair deformation density in C=O groups is generally resolved into two distinct lobes, in the directions approximately expected for sp² hybridization.
On the basis of the Olovsson's findings, Taylor et al. 8, 9 &10 analyzed hydrogen bonding by making a survey of the 1509 crystal structures deposited at that time in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). They used H-X bond distances normalized to average neutron diffraction distances and stated that the lone pair deformation electron density is resolved into two distinct maxima in the direction of sp 2 lone pairs and that the majority of the hydrogen bonds tended to be found near the plane of the lone pairs within an angle of 12.84° above and below the plane. However these studies were limited to a smaller number of structures as compared to the available structures in the present CSD. They also concluded that "the directional influence of sp 3 lone pairs is less important than that of sp 2 lone pairs" and they presumed it necessary to use much larger sample of hydrogen bond to establish whether sp 3 lone pairs have a significant "directional influence" in the crystalline state.
In general, there are four main sources by which the information about hydrogen bonds can be obtained. These are NMR solution studies, infra-red spectroscopies, computational studies and statistical analysis of crystal structures. A very reliable, systematic, and commonly used method to scrutinize hydrogen bonding is to survey crystal structures studied so far.
The two main crystal structure databases are the Brookhaven Protein Databank (PDB) 11 and the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) is a repository of the crystal structures studied by X-rays and neutron crystallography 12 . The entries in the Protein Databank consist of crystal structures of proteins, nucleic acids and viruses. The vast majority of these structures are however not at atomic resolution (d<1 Å) and the electron density maps do not allow the position of hydrogen atoms to be seen. On the other hand, the Cambridge Structural Database is a repository of small and medium sized molecules. The version 5.32 of the CSD (August 2011) contains around 525,095 entries studied by X-ray and Neutron Diffraction. CSD has built in tools like ConQuest 13 , VISTA 14 and Mercury 15 which have made the survey of the database very practical.
There have been several studies carried out on the directionality of hydrogen bonding using the CSD.
The  and  angles used to describe the H-bonds geometry throughout this study are represented in Figs. 1 and 2 for sp 2 and sp 3 oxygen atoms, respectively.
A very extensive investigation was done by Mills & Dean 3 who studied the 3D geometry of several hydrogen bond acceptors and donors. The relative propensity of the groups to form a hydrogen bond was also estimated. The Mills & Dean analysis 3 can be used to predict the potential site points where a ligand could interact.
Generally for sp 2 carbonyl oxygen acceptors, hydrogen bonding occurs in the direction of the lone pairs forming two separate lobes at angles of 60° with the C=O direction 16 .
The angular distribution and directionality of the hydrogen bonding with sp 2 C=O oxygen (ketones, esters) and sp 3 oxygen (C-O-C ethers, epoxides) acceptors were analyzed by Rust & Glusker 17 . In all systems, the largest concentration of hydrogen-bonds lay in the direction commonly ascribed to lone pairs. The distribution of hydrogen donor around the epoxide oxygen resembles to that in ketones with two resolved zones in the directions of the lone pairs. There are two local concentrations of hydrogen donor density which are out of the C-O-C plane of the epoxide. On the contrary, for ether oxygen atoms, the hydrogen donor distribution is more smeared and has a "banana" shape. The hydrogen bonds occur uniformly around the oxygen atom between the two lone pairs but their distribution is more concentrated around the C-O-C plane. Therefore, these authors postulated that the LP-O-LP' angle formed by the lone pairs is larger in epoxides than in ethers.
Hay et al. 18 have studied the directionality of hydrogen bonds in tetrahedral oxyanions like NO 3 , PO 4
3-
, SO 4 2through the survey of the CSD and studying the electrostatic potential using Density Functional Theory calculations. They have concluded that the average HO-X angle is 122° and there is a weak but observable preference for hydrogen atoms to adopt an eclipsed conformation with respect to the HO-A-O dihedral angles. Their study finds potential use in the development of receptors which can be selective inorganic oxyanions.
A comparative study on the geometry and directionality of hydrogen bonding with sulphur acceptor in thiourea, thioamides and thiones and with O counterparts in urea, amides and ketones was carried out by Wood et al.(2008) 16 . The experimental results were found to be in agreement with ab initio calculations. Remarkable differences in the directionality of the hydrogen bonds were noted for O and S acceptors. Notably the S=OH d angle ( angle, Fig. 1 ) for S acceptors is around 102-109° while, for oxygen acceptors, the C=OH d angle is around 127-140°. The interaction energy for S acceptors is consistently lower compared to O acceptors by an amount of ~12 kJ/mol.
The interaction energy greatly depends on the H…A distance and angles geometry. A recent dimer based study through a CSD survey and ab initio calculations were performed to investigate effects of D-HA angle on the database statistics as well as the energy of interaction itself 19 . They found, on the basis of the interaction energy, that the strong hydrogen bonds show a smaller range of flexibility in the D-H…A angle than the weak hydrogen bonds.
Through this survey, a statistical analysis of the entries in the CSD was carried out which led to novel conclusions about the trends in molecular geometry and hydrogen bonding which satisfy our anticipations on the basis of the oxygen charge density.
Experimental charge density analysis of the accurate high resolution single crystals X-rays diffraction data is now a mature branch of modern crystallography 20 . With the highly intense X-rays sources and improvements of CCD area detectors, it has become possible to analyze the electron density in its finest details. Charge density is a physically observable quantity and hence it can be used to analyze a number of problems of chemical 21 and physical 22 interest in biological 23 , organic or inorganic systems 24, 25, 26 & 27 . The importance of charge density studies is clear from the Hohenherg-Kohn theorem 28 which states that the electron density distribution of a molecule uniquely describes all the ground state
properties."
The ELMAM library describing the electron density of common chemical groups was developed in our laboratory 29, 30 . The library is built from accurate ultra high resolution crystallographic studies of a sample of peptides and small molecules. The library contains a wealth of information about the features of electron density of many organic chemical groups. It was observed in the database that the alcohol Csp 3 -O-H and phenol Csp 2 -O-H groups display different deformation electron densities. The electron lone pairs showed merged lobes in the first version of ELMAM experimental database 29 and nearly merged lobes in the revised version ELMAM2 30 . The merging of the two LP lobes was also observed in an experimental charge density analysis of a paracetamol, compound containing a phenol group 31 . The database contains also other oxygen atom types (carbonyl, ester, ether, nitro) which also display different lone pairs orientations in the electron density. Therefore, we decided to investigate the hydrogen directionality pattern of these various oxygen acceptors as the lone pairs are known to attract hydrogen donors 17 .
The comparison of the directionality of hydrogen bonds with respect to phenol and alcohol acting as acceptor has never been carried out. There is also a need to update stereochemistry studies of hydrogen bonding with carbonyl oxygen with the larger number of crystal structures available in the CSD. In this study, the crystallographic survey of H-bonds with oxygen acceptor is put in relationship with the charge density distribution of oxygen atoms. The charge density and especially the electron lone pairs of several oxygen atom chemical types were analyzed. The goal is to obtain reliable predictions about the pattern of possible hydrogen bonding from the knowledge of the electron density distribution around the acceptor oxygen atom.
Materials and Methods

Experimental charge densities
The Hansen and Coppens (1978) 32 multipolar formalism was used to represent the charge density distribution. This model describes the electron density of an atom as a sum of three different terms.
The first two terms represent the core and the valence spherical electron density of the atom. The third term describes the multipolar electron density.  and ' stand for the expansion-contraction of the spherical and multipolar valence densities. P val is the valence shell population, P lm± are the multipole populations. y lm represent spherical harmonic functions of order l in real form, R nl are Slater type radial functions. Several molecules with oxygen acceptors for which experimental charge density studies were published were selected. The charge density refinements were performed with software MoPro 33 using the reflections file with a standard strategy, as described 34 . Optimal local axes systems were used, chemical equivalence and multipoles symmetry constraints were applied, XYZ coordinates and U ij thermal parameters of non H atoms were refined using high order reflections (s>0.7Å -1 ) only.
Theoretical calculations.
Periodic quantum mechanical calculations using CRYSTAL06 35 were performed for a set of compounds containing different oxygen acceptors. The crystal structures analyzed were retrieved from the litterature: thymidine 36 , quercetin monohydrate 30 , orange polymorph of coumarin 314 37 , dimethyl ether 38 and the epoxy compounds mikanolide 39 and ethylene oxide 40 .
The crystal geometry observed experimentally was used as starting geometry and optimization was performed with density functional theory (DFT) method 28 and with the B3LYP hybrid functional 41, 42 using 6-31G (d,p) basis set 43 . Upon convergence on energy (∆E ~10 -6 ), the periodic wave-function based on the optimized geometry was obtained. Index generation scheme 44 The charge density parameters (P val , P lm± , , ') were subsequently refined using the MoPro package 33 . The scale factor was set to unity, the atomic thermal parameters to zero and the positions kept fixed. The Hansen & Coppens 32 multipolar atom model described in equation (1) was used. The C, N, O atoms were modelled up to octapolar level and hydrogen atoms using one dipole and one quadrupole directed along the H-X bond axis.
Crystallographic database searches
All crystallographic data were retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD Version 5.32). Molecular crystals with different type of oxygen acceptors hydrogen bonded within their crystal packing were searched with program ConQuest (1.12). The C(sp 3 )-O-H alcohols, the -C 6 H 5 OH phenol, >C=O carbonyl groups were searched. The C-O-C oxygen acceptors were differentiated in three groups, depending on the sp 3 or sp 3 nature of the two carbon atoms.
Subsequent statistical analysis and data visualisation was done with VISTA (V 2.1).
The electron density of hydrogen atoms observed in X-ray structures is not centred on the nucleus position. Therefore, the hydrogen atoms in the structures were repositioned according to standard H-X neutron distances 45 , as this option is available in ConQuest software.
All searches were restricted to the following conditions:
(i) Crystallographic R-Factor lower than 0.05.
(ii) Non-disordered structures.
(iii) No polymeric connections.
(iv) Error free coordinates, as per criterion used by CSD.
(v) Only organic compounds.
(vi) No ionic structure.
Many criteria have been proposed to distinguish the presence of a hydrogen bond. Among these, many were based on a simple distance cut-off. For instance, Rust & Glusker (1984) 17 proposed the following criterion: the intermolecular distance between the donor and acceptor atoms DO should be less than 3.0 Å. Koch & Popelier (1995) 46 have proposed eight criteria based on stereochemistry but also on the topology of the electron density to define hydrogen bonds. Recently, a definition of hydrogen bonding was proposed by Arunan et al. (2011) 47 ; there is experimental evidence for its partial covalent nature and the observation of a blue-shift in stretching frequency upon D-HA hydrogen bond formation. As the CSD gives access to structural features only, this database search is based on the fourth of the Koch & Popelier criteria which states that the hydrogen…acceptor distance is smaller than the sum of the van der Waals radii. This criterion is practical but not absolute as weak hydrogen bonds can display longer hydrogen…acceptor distances 48 . The values of van der Waals radii are considered to be 1.52 Å for oxygen, 1.55 Å for nitrogen 49 and 1.09 Å for hydrogen 50 .Only H-N and H-O hydrogen bond donors were considered as the current study does not focuses on weak C-HO hydrogen bonds. Thus, the HO interaction hits from the CDS search were discarded as soon as the HO distance was larger than 2.61Å.
Results and Discussion
Lone pairs electron density
The electronic clouds corresponding to the electron LPs on several types of oxygen atoms are shown in Fig. 3 for the charge density derived from theoretically computed structure factors. The experimental deformation electron densities are also shown in Fig. 4 for the phenol group and for the ester groups (one sp 3 and one aromatic) found in coumarin 314, orange form 37 . The theoretical charge density features show significant differences in the respective orientations of the two LPs and depend on the connectivity and chemical environment of the oxygen atoms. Similar trends can be seen in the maps obtained from experimental charge densities or transferred from the ELMAM2 database 29 .
However there are also differences between experiment and theory, the lone pairs lobe are generally closer to each other in the experimental maps, except for the epoxide moiety ( Table 1 ).
The positions of LPs have been investigated by Wiberg et al. (1994) 51 for several C=O groups, water and dimethyl ether. They positioned the LPs at the minimum of  2 ρ, the Laplacian of the total electron density, while the minimum of electrostatic potential points was also used as an indicator of the LPs geometry. With the Laplacian definition, the LP-O-LP' angles were found in the Wyberg study to be in the 105-111° range for formaldehyde, 106.9° for water and 109° for dimethyl ether.
The lone pairs, as visualized in the deformation of the theoretical electron density (Fig. 3 ) are the most apart in the epoxy group, in accordance with the postulate of Rust & Glusker 17 , followed by carbonyl, alcohol, C(sp 3 ) ether, phenol and C(sp 3 ) ester (Table 1 ). In ethers and esters within aromatic groups, the two lone pairs are so close that the electron density lobes appear as merged. The configurations of the lone pairs show similar trends in experimental charge density studies 37 and in the ELMAM2 electron density databank. For instance, the electron density of lone pairs was found to be closer in phenols compared to alcohols 29, 30 . Fig. 4 shows the experimental electron density of the two ester groups present in coumarin 314, orange crystal form 37 . The ester oxygen atom within the aromatic cycle shows merged LP lobes, in both experimental and theoretical charge densities. If the two results agree qualitatively, the LPs lobes are however more merged in the experimental map than in the theoretical map, which shows an elongated electron density. The ester involving a C(sp 3 ) carbon atom shows two distinct lobes in the theoretical map but one elongated lobe in the experimental one. The experimental charge density is likely to be accurate, as the thermal motion is very moderate on the oxygen atom (B eq = 1.2 Å 2 ) of this ester side chain in C-314 orange crystal form. There is a general tendency to observe a systematic discrepancy of the LPs geometry between experiment and theory. It is possible that the basis set employed in the ab-initio calculations is not sufficient for the accurate description of some oxygen atom types, notably phenols.
Comparison of alcohols and phenols
The hydroxyl oxygen atom in alcohols is bonded to a sp 3 carbon atom while in phenols; it is bonded to a sp 2 carbon atom. The charge density from the ELMAM2 database 30 and from theoretically computed electron densities reveal that the LP electron density lobes for the phenol oxygen atom are closer to each other compared to alcohols (Fig. 3) . The LPs electron density in alcoholic oxygen displays two distinct lobes, both in experimental and theoretical maps ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ). If the LP positions are taken at the peak maxima in the deformation electron density map, the LP-O-LP' angle for alcohols is found to be 135° and 106° for theory and experiment, respectively ( Table 1 ). The experimental lobes configuration is actually not far from a tetrahedral geometry of the oxygen atom.
Compared to alcohols, the LP lobes appear closer to each other for the phenol groups of quercetin in the theoretical maps ( Fig. 3a,b) with a LP-O-LP' angle of 109°. In the experimental maps, the configuration is drastically different as the lobes appear merged (Fig. 4) . This result was verified in other charge density studies (Fig. S1 ).
H-bonds to oxygen acceptors have the tendency to form with the hydrogen donor atom (H d ) oriented towards one of the LPs, .i.e. the triplet O-LPH d tends to be aligned 17. As a consequence, the hydrogen bonding of the alcohol and phenol oxygen atom types can be expected to display slightly different orientation patterns. The stereochemical feature which differs strikingly between the two groups is the  angle ( Fig. 1 and 2) , which is the angle between the OH d direction and the COH plane.
When the two chemical groups are compared within the CSD search, it is indeed observed that the phenol group shows a greater tendency for the hydrogen bonds to be situated close to the COH plane ( closer to zero, Fig. 5 ). This is to be related to the electron lone pairs configuration which are located at a smaller  LP value (Table 1) , where  LP = angle(LP-O-LP')/2. The maximal frequency for phenols (=0) corresponds to the donor hydrogen atom located close to the COH plane which also contains the LPs which appear to have merged electron density lobes in experimental deformation maps (Fig. 4c) .
Alcohols display a different trend; the hydrogen atoms tend to be preferentially situated out of the COH plane. If the distance of H d to the COH plane is considered, the preferred value for alcohols is about 1.2 Å. The maximal frequency for H-bonds with alcohol acceptors occurs in the range =20-40°. This angle is however significantly smaller than the position of the LPs found in Table 1 which is at  LP = 67° (theoretical) and  LP = 53° (experimental). A smaller but significant part of the hydrogen bonding occurs for low  values, in the region between the two LPs.
The behaviour of C-O-C oxygen acceptors is also illustrated in To compare the stereochemistry of weaker and stronger hydrogen bonds, cut-offs were applied for OH d distances at 1.7 Å and 2 Å. For alcohol acceptor H-bonds with OH d distances shorter than 2 Å, the histogram of  angles gives the highest frequencies between 10 and 40° (Fig. 6a ).
For weaker H-bonds, the frequency is nearly constant for  angles in the range [0°, 60°]. Steiner (2002) 48 had observed that the directionality of moderate and weak hydrogen bonds is much softer, but can still be identified with the orientation of electron lone pairs. The occurrence of Hbonds decreases gradually at high  angle down to zero at =90°, but the decrease is faster for the stronger H-bonds.
The  parameter, defined as the angle between the LPs plane and the OH d direction ( Fig. 1 and 2) , was also analyzed. The H-bonds with short OH d distances show a frequency histogram of  angles which is more narrow, both for alcohols and phenols ( Fig. 6b and 7b ). For longer distance H-bonds, the  frequency curve is broader, both for phenols and alcohols.
In the phenols case, the value of angle  has a maximal frequency around zero; this is particularly the case for short H-bonds (Fig. 7b) . For the H-bonds with distances OH d larger than 2 Å, the  frequencies are highest in the interval [-25°,+20°]. The curves are dissymmetric with a larger number of H-bonds taking negative  values, which means that the donor atom H d is, on average, closer to H than to C in the COH group. Even for long distance H-bonds, large positive  values, with H d closer to the carbon atom, are very unfavourable in phenols.
Alcohols show a slightly different behaviour, the frequency  curve is even more dissymmetric. The maximum of occurrences appear around  = -8°, which is slightly out of the lone pairs plane, towards the hydrogen atom. This is the case especially for strong H-bonds. The frequency curve, more tilted towards the negative  values, can be attributed to the steric hindrance of the bulky alkyl group which favours presence of the donor H d atom on the side of the alcohol hydrogen atom. When weak Hbonds are considered, the curve is more symmetrical with highest frequencies in the [-20,+20°] interval.
Carbonyl acceptors.
For carbonyl, the lone pairs plane is identical to the XYC=O atoms plane and corresponds to a different geometry compared to sp 3 oxygen atoms ( Fig. 1 and 2) . The oxygen atom with its unique double bond has two lone pairs which are more apart than in the different types of oxygen atoms with two simple covalent bonds, except the epoxy group. The LP-O-LP' angle found in both experimental and theoretical deformation electron density maps is larger than the 120° of a trigonal geometry ( Fig. 3h ).
The H-bond directionality greatly depends on the distance between the hydrogen and acceptor oxygen atoms. The  and  angles distributions show that the directionality is actually very sharp for H-bonds with short OH d distance (Fig. 8a,b) . Most of H-bonds with short d (OH d ) occur at  ≈ 60 ±10° and  < 15°, which corresponds to the donor H d atom located close to a trigonal geometry, as foreseen by 9 
. For intermediate d (OH d ) distances, the H-bonds frequency histogram
shows a maximum around =56° and the curve is more widespread. For distances larger than 2 Å, the frequency graph is quite flat with a large plateau for  = 5-70°.
One striking difference with the equivalent curves obtained for sp 3 oxygen acceptors in alcohols and phenols (Figs. 6a, 7a) , is the quasi zero frequency of H-bonds occurring at low  angles, particularly for the short O…H d distances. The non favourable position of H atoms for C=OH angles close to 180° was explained by Wiberg et al.(1994) 51 from an energetic point of view; they however found that for Li + ions, on the contrary, C=OLi angles of 180° are preferred.
It is observed that the preferred orientation of hydrogen bonds is always with the H d donor atom located close to the XYC=O plane (=0), whether short or long OH d distances are considered (Fig.   8b ). The frequency distribution always decreases monotonously with the angle  varying from 0 to 90°, whatever the range of OH d distances considered. This trend is accentuated for short distance (d<1.7Å) hydrogen bonds. The majority of H-bonds tend to form with β angles lower than 14°.
Analysis as a function of H-bond length.
To illustrate differently the trend of directionality as a function of H-bond length, the hydrogen bonds were sorted with increasing OH d distances. The  and  angles were then averaged over samples of 800, 100 and 400 consecutive distances for alcohol, phenol and carbonyl, respectively (Fig. 9 ).
The mean  value tends to increase when the OH d distances become longer for both phenol and alcohol groups. The <> angle (Fig. 9a) takes generally values between 1 and 10° smaller for phenols than for alcohols; for very strong hydrogen bonds, the values are respectively 22° and 26°.
For carbonyl, the average value <> has a different behaviour and is generally much larger, compared to phenols/alcohols. The average value of carbonyl  angle tends generally to decrease from short to medium distance and increases again at long OH d distance. For short distance hydrogen bonds, the <> value is about 56±8° which corresponds to the angles of highest frequency in Fig. 8a and originates from the positions of the well separated carbonyl electron LPs . For medium and long distance carbonyl hydrogen bonds, the mean  angle is around 40 and 45°, respectively.
The rmsd of  angles shows similar trends and values for the three types of acceptors. The rmsd() value within the samples is gradually increasing with the H-bond distance from 10 to 25°, which illustrates the higher directionality of short distance H-bonds for the three acceptor types.
In order to compare  angles of phenol/alcohol and of carbonyl, which are respectively nonsymmetric and symmetric with respect to electron lone pairs plane, the absolute value of  was considered. The average value of || is progressively increasing with the O…H d distance for the three chemical groups (Fig. 9b) .
The H-bonds occur, on average, in directions more out of the LPs plane for carbonyl than for alcohols/phenols as illustrated by the larger average || values. This could be explained by the lack of steric hindrance around the carbonyl oxygen on both sides of the electron lone pairs plane which coincides with the >C=O atoms sp 2 plane.
The || values are quite small for short hydrogen bonds with alcohol and phenol acceptors (<||>=6±6°). The average || value is also generally smaller by a few degrees for phenols compared to alcohols, except for weak H-bonds. This indicates that hydrogen bonding on phenol acceptors has the propensity to occurs, on average, closer to the LPs plane compared to alcohols.
When the sign of angle  is considered for alcohols and phenols, there are more H-bonds with negative  values, indicating that the H d donor positioning is favoured on the H side of the C-O-H bisecting plane, presumably due to lower steric hindrance.
For strong hydrogen bonds involving carbonyl acceptors, the average value of || = 9±9° is slightly larger than for phenol/alcohol. For medium and low strength hydrogen bonds, the <||> value increases gradually in the 20° to 26° range with distance. Long distance H-bonds, at the limit of van der Waals interactions, still show significant directionality with average || angles limited to 26±22° and H-bonds with O…Hd perpendicular to the LPs plane are scarce (Fig. 8b) .
The || rmsd values are generally increasing with the distance for all three acceptor types. The rmsd of ||, like the average value, is considerably larger for carbonyl compared to alcohol/phenol. When the two average angles are compared, the value of < > is always larger than that of <||> for the three types of acceptors. Even at long distance, the difference is still larger than 20° (Fig.   9a,b) . For alcohols and phenols, large || values are particularly disfavoured, presumably by stereochemical hindrance of the hydrogen donor H d with the C and H atoms of the COH group.
For carbonyl, there is no such hindrance. The larger <> values compared to <> for weak carbonyl H-bonds suggest that, at the limit of van der Waals contacts, the LPs have still some significant influence on the directionality of the polar >C=OH d interactions.
A comparison of the O…H d intermolecular distances between HN and HO donors is presented in the Fig. 10 . In all three cases, the OH d distance is, on average, shorter for OH donors compared to NH donors. The difference in the OH d distance between the HO and HN groups is linked to the greater electropositivity of HO hydrogen atoms compared to HN donors. In the case of alcohols, the maximal frequency lies around d(OH d )=1.78 Å for OH donors whereas for NH donors the maximum is observed for a longer distance situated around 1.93 Å.
For phenols, the maxima for OH and NH donors at d=1.82 Å and d=2.02 Å, respectively, appear at slightly higher H-bond distances than in alcohols, especially for HN donors. The carbonyl acceptors show a similar trend with OH d distances globally shorter for HO donors than for HN, the preferred distances being around 1.80 Å and 1.90 Å, respectively. Steiner (2002) 48 found this result for several acceptor types and deduced that the HO donors can be ranked as stronger than HN donors.
Among the three types of oxygen acceptors, phenols show the highest percentage of H-bonds occurring at longer OH d distance, both for HO and HN donors. There are significant differences in the hydrogen bonding patterns between carbonyl and the two OH acceptors.
Carbonyl acceptors show the highest percentage of very short hydrogen bonds. This is due to the larger negative charge carried by the carbonyl oxygen atom compared to the two OH groups.
Carbonyl is the only one among the three acceptors represented in Fig. 10 . to display very strong hydrogen bonds with O…H d distances shorter than 1.6 Å and these involve essentially HO donors. The vast majority of H-bonds with d(O…H d )<1.65 Å occur in OH-O interactions with a carbonyl acceptor and secondarily with alcohols. The database analysis includes cryogenic and room temperature data sets. The hydrogen parameters such as donor-hydrogen and hydrogen···acceptor distances show also some dependence on the temperature at which the diffraction experiment is carried out. For instance, in a neutron diffraction study at several temperatures, it was found that the O-H and N-H bond lengths in paracetamol decrease (-0.025 and -0.028 Å, respectively) when the temperature varies from 20 to 330 K 53 . On the other hand, the corresponding O···H distances showed an increase of 0.035 (+2%) and 0.067 Å (+3.5%) upon this temperature variation. Therefore, the bias introduced by temperature on the analyzed angles can generally be expected to be lower than 2°.
Uncertainty on the H atom localization.
In extremely short hydrogen bonds, the distance variations can be much larger when temperature-dependent proton migration occurs. This is the case for pyridine-3,5-dicarboxylic acid where the N-H and H···O distance values are 1.213 (4) and 1.311 (5) A ° at 15 K and change to 1.308 (6) and 1.218 (6) Å at 300 K 49 . Nevertheless, in such strong H-bonds, the D-H···A atoms are generally close to alignment 52 and therefore the influence of the proton shift on the  and  angles is small.
The fact that some hydrogen atoms are not located in the electron density but placed automatically by the crystallographic software does introduce some error in the data analyzed in stereochemical studies based on the CSD. This applies for chemical group with a rotational degree of freedom like hydroxyl, phenol and -NH 3+ , but generally not to N-H donors. The analysis of the local environment of the hydrogen atom and the presence of a hydrogen acceptor, which is the case here, can however guide the crystallographer to place the hydrogen atom close to its real position.
Conclusion
The stereochemistry of hydrogen bonding was studied in the light of the charge density of the oxygen atom for alcohols, phenols and carbonyl groups. The charge density analysis reveals that different oxygen atoms have remarkable fine differences in their electron density and LPs localization. On the basis of these differences, the hydrogen bonding pattern of the different oxygen atom types were investigated by an extensive survey of the CSD database of crystallographic structures. The observed geometries for hydrogen bonding found in the CSD database are the resultant of the hydrogen bonding attractions and of the other crystal forces.
The small to significant differences of electron density in different oxygen atom acceptors were verified to have a statistical influence on the hydrogen bonding geometry. The hydrogen bonding pattern of oxygen acceptors is particularly related to the configuration of the electron lone pairs. A fine discrepancy is observed in two types of COH groups, alcohols and phenols. The LPs charge density shows small to significant differences between experiment and theory.
It might be worth testing some other basis sets and check if a better agreement can be achieved for oxygen acceptors like phenols. The merging of lone pairs lobes for phenols observed in experimental electron densities could alternatively be attributed to weak high resolution diffraction data. In addition, atomic thermal motion is also known to be responsible for attenuation of the deformation electron density features. Deformation peaks on LPs sites are generally stronger and sharper in theoretical maps compared to experimental ones as observed also in Fig. 3b (ρ max =0.8 e/Å 3 ) and Fig. 4c (ρ max =0.6 e/Å 3 ).
This directionality influence is strongest for short distance OH d interactions; it is diminished but does not completely vanish for longer distances. For strong H-bonds, the hydrogen atom tends to be close to the electron LPs plane (||<10°). For weaker interactions the O…H d direction is still generally close within ||<30° to that plane. For phenols and alcohols, the donor hydrogen atoms are, on average, closer to the LPs plane than for carbonyl.
The knowledge about the fine patterns of hydrogen bonding with oxygen acceptors can have potential significance for supra-molecular crystal engineering. The stereochemistry of hydrogen bonds in small molecules resembles that of protein-ligand environment as verified by Klebe (1994) 55 . Therefore, results of stereochemical studies of hydrogen bonds in the CSD can also be applied for rational protein drug design. Table 1 LP-O-LP' angles found for the different oxygen atom types in the electron density maps derived from the theoretical calculations / experiment. The lone pairs are positioned on the peaks maxima in the deformation electron density maps (Fig. 3, 4) . The reference of the molecular crystal structure used for the theoretical/experimental maps calculation is given. M means that the two lobes appear merged with a unique maximum. The molecules studied are indicated in Table 1 . 
